10 Abstract We present an analytical framework and sta-11 tistical models to accurately characterize the lifetime of a 12 wireless link and multi-hop paths in mobile ad hoc net-13 works (MANET). We show that the lifetimes of links and 14 paths can be computed through a two-state Markov model. 15 We also show that the analytical solution follows closely 16 the results obtained through discrete-event simulations for 17 two mobility models, namely, random direction and ran-18 dom waypoint mobility models. We apply these models to 19 study practical implications of link lifetime on routing 20 protocols. First, we compute optimal packet lengths as a 21 function of mobility, and show that significant throughput 22 improvements can be attained by adapting packet lengths 23 to the mobility of nodes in a MANET. Second, we show 24 how the caching strategy of on-demand routing protocols 25 can benefit from considering the link lifetimes in a 26 MANET. Finally,we summarize all the analytical results 27 into a comprehensive performance analysis on throughput, 28 delay and storage. 
Introduction

35
The communication protocols of mobile ad hoc networks 36 (MANET) must cope with frequent changes in topology 37 due to node mobility and the characteristics of radio 38 channels. From the standpoint of medium access control 39 (MAC) and routing, node mobility and changes in the state 40 of radio channels translate into changes in the state of the 41 wireless links established among nodes, where typically a 42 wireless link is assumed to exist when two nodes are able 43 to decode each other's transmissions. 44 The motivation for this paper is that, while the 45 behavior of wireless links is critical to the performance 46 of MAC and routing protocols operating in a MANET, 47 no analytical model exists today that accurately charac-48 terizes the lifetime of wireless links, and the paths they 49 form from sources to destinations, as a function of node 50 mobility. As a result, the performance of MAC and 51 routing protocols in MANETs have been analyzed 52 through simulations, and analytical modeling of channel 53 access and routing protocols for MANETs have not 54 accounted for the temporal nature of MANET links and 55 paths. For example, the few analytical models that have 56 been developed for channel access protocols operating in 57 multihop ad hoc networks have either assumed static 58 topologies (e.g., [1] ) or focused on the immediate 59 neighborhood of a node, such that nodes remain neigh-60 bors for the duration of their exchanges (e.g., [2] ).
61 Similarly, most studies of routing-protocol performance 62 have relied exclusively on simulations, or had to use 63 limited models of link availability (e.g., [3] ) to address 64 the dynamics of paths impacting routing protocols (e.g.,
[4]).
66 This paper provides the most accurate analytical model 67 of link and path behavior in MANETs to date, and 121 length for a given K-hop path should be designed to be 122 R/(vK). Section 7 discusses improving packet caching 123 policies in on-demand routing protocols by taking advan-124 tage of the characterization of link and path lifetimes. A 125 comprehensive coverage of throughput, delay and storage 126 requirement is then followed in Sect. 8. Part of the material 127 in this paper was presented in [7] , for a particular mobility 128 model (RDMM) and restricted mobility of nodes. This 129 paper considers a more general random mobility model, 130 extensions to path dynamics, and unrestricted node 131 mobility.
132
2 System model 133 Consistent with several prior analytical models of MANETs 134 [8-10], we consider a square network of size 135 L 9 L in which n nodes are initially randomly deployed.
136 The movement of each node is unrestricted, i.e., the trajec-137 tories of nodes can be anywhere in the network. The model of 138 node mobility falls into the general category of random trip 139 mobility model [11] , where nodes' movement can be 140 described by a continuous-time stochastic process and the 141 movement of nodes can be divided into a chain of trips.
142 Communication between two nodes is allowed only 143 when the distance between them is less than or equal to R 144 and can be performed reliably. Communication zone of a 145 given node consisting of the circle of radius R satisfies the 146 minimum SINR (signal to interference plus noise ratio) 147 requirement with certain outage probability in the wireless 148 fading environment. 149 A typical communication session between two nodes 150 involves several control and data packet transmissions.
151 Depending on the protocol, nodes may be required to 152 transmit beacons to their neighbors to synchronize their 153 clocks for a variety of reasons (e.g., power management, 154 frequency hopping). Nodes can find out about each other's 155 presence by means of such beacons, or by the reception of 156 other types of signaling packets (e.g., HELLO messages).
157 Once a transmitter knows about the existence of a receiver, 158 it can send data packets, which are typically acknowledged 159 one by one, and the MAC protocol attempts to reduce or 160 avoid those cases in which more than one transmitter sends 161 data packets around a given receiver, which typically 162 causes the loss of all such packets at the receiver. To 163 simplify our modeling of link lifetime, we assume that the 164 proper mechanisms are in place for neighboring nodes to 165 find each other, and that all transmissions of data packets 166 are successful, as long as they do not last beyond the 167 lifetime of the wireless link between transmitter and 168 receiver. Relaxing this simplifying assumption is the sub-169 ject of future work, as it involves the modeling of explicit 170 medium access control schemes (e.g., [1] ). 
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(CCDF) is denoted by F L (t) F L ðtÞ¼PðT L ! tÞð 2Þ
203
The link outage probability P L p associated with a 204 particular packet length L p can be evaluated as
206 206 207 3.1 Distribution of relative velocity 208 Figure 1 shows the transmission zone of a node (node m a ) 209 which is a circle of radius R centered at the node. The 210 figure shows another node (say node m b ) starting to com-211 municate data with node m a at time t 2 . As shown in the left 212 side of the figure, at time t 2 , node m a is moving at speed v a 213 with direction h a , while node m b moves at speed v b with 214 direction h b .
215 Alternatively, if we consider node m a as static, node m b 216 is moving at their relative speed and direction v r and h c , 217 respectively. An example of resulting trajectories of node 218 m b moving at relative velocity is given in the right side of 219 Fig. 1 . With the assumption that both h a and h b are uni-220 formly distributed within [0,2p), it can be concluded that 221 the composite direction h c = h b -h a is also uniformly 222 distributed within [0,2p). In this case, the relative speed v r 223 can be expressed as 
1FL01
1 In mobile ad hoc network, the traffic is generated randomly and 1FL02 nodes are moving randomly. When a node initiate traffic to other 1FL03 nodes, the target node could be anywhere in the network and the 1FL04 realys could also be anywhere in the communication range. Therefore, 1FL05 a uniform distribution assumption naturally fits into the scenario.
Clearly, different mobility models and parameters lead 243 to different LLT distributions, and the main challenge in 244 modeling LLT consists of making the problem tractable 245 and relevant. We know that the relative movement of nodes 246 consists of a sequence of mobility trips, derived from the 247 chain of mobility trips of the two communicating nodes. Let P s be the residence probability, which denotes the 269 probability that A d is located inside the communication 270 circle. The probability distribution function (PDF) S 0 (t) 271 specifies the distribution of sojourn time of mobility epochs 272 when a node stays in state S 0 . Correspondingly, the PDF 273 S 1 (t) is used to measure the distribution of the departing 274 time, when node moves out of communication circle and 275 switches to state S 1 .
276
Before eventually moving out of the communication 277 circle (i.e., being switched to the departing state S 1 ), nodes 278 may stay at the residence state S 0 multiple times. Let N i be 279 the integer variable counting the number of times for a 280 node to remain in state S 0 , and let fs 0;0 ; ...; s 0;N iÀ1 g be the 281 associated random variables that specify the duration of 282 time of trips for each return.
283
Clearly, fs 0;0 ; ...; s 0;N iÀ1 g are random variables of the 284 same distribution but correlated. However, to make our 285 problem more tractable, we assume that fs 0;0 ; ...; s 0;N iÀ1 g 286 are statistically i.i.d random variables of distribution S 0 (t).
287
Our simplifying assumption makes the final result slightly 288 deviated from the real situation when the residence prob-289 ability becomes larger. However, as we will see later, our 290 model still provides a good approximation, even with a 291 large residence probability. 292 We define s 1 as the random variable measuring the 293 departing time of distribution S 1 (t). The conditional link 294 life time T L (N i ) and P(N i = K) can be evaluated as 295 follows:
297 297
299 299 The characteristic function U T L ðhÞ for the LLT T L can 300 then be evaluated as
302 302 where U 0 (h) and U 1 (h) are the characteristic functions of 303 S 0 (t) and S 1 (t), respectively. 
Practical implications
320
It is clear that the two-phase Markov model is a general 321 model that can be applied to networks with different 322 mobility models by adapting its two building blocks S 0 (t) 323 and S 1 (t) to the specific network and mobility models, 324 including but not restricted to the random trip mobility 325 model. Article No. :
However, in some practical scenarios, the analytical 327 formulations of S 0 (t) and S 1 (t) might not be available. 328 Under such circumstances, one can collect a trace data to 329 obtain S 0 (t) and S 1 (t) and still give an accurate estimate of 330 the overall link lifetime. By doing so, it can greatly reduce 331 the amount of empirical data necessary to accurately esti-332 mate link lifetime. Furthermore, one can also obtain 333 analytical formulations by curve-fitting empirical data and 334 incorporate these formulations to our Markov model for an 335 analytical study of the mobility characteristics.
336 3.4 Link lifetime in random direction mobility model 337 The random direction mobility model (RDMM) is an 338 important mobility model for MANETs. It improves ran-339 dom waypoint mobility (RWP) model on the stationary 340 uniform nodal distribution, and has been widely adopted 341 [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . However, the analysis on the characteristic of link 342 lifetime of RDMM is quite limited. In this section, we 343 provide a deeper understanding of RDMM by providing an 344 analytical expression for characterizing its link lifetime.
345
In RDMM, node movements are independently and 346 identically distributed (iid) and can be described by a 347 continuous-time stochastic process. The continuous 348 movement of nodes is divided into mobility epochs during 349 which a node moves at constant velocity, i.e., fixed speed 350 and direction. But the speed and direction varies from 351 epoch to epoch. The time duration of epochs is denoted by 352 a random variable s, assumed to be exponentially distrib-353 uted with parameter k m . Its CCDF F m (s) can be written as 354 [14] F m ðsÞ¼expðÀk m sÞ: ð12Þ
356
The direction during each epoch is assumed to be 357 uniformly distributed over [0,2p) and the speed of each 358 epoch is uniformly distributed over [v min , v max ], where v min 359 and v max denote the minimum and the maximum speed of 360 nodes, respectively. Speed, direction and epoch time are 361 mutually uncorrelated and independent over epochs, and 362 the location and direction of nodes is uniformly distributed 363 [17] .
364
To evaluate the LLT T L , we need to evaluate P s , S 0 (t), and 365 S 1 (t). Let z d denote the least distance to be traveled by node 366 to move out of the communication circle, starting from the 367 position A s and without changing the direction and speed v r . 368 A graphical illustration of z d is presented in Fig. 3 . The 369 probability P s can now be evaluated through z d as 
377 378 S 0 (t) is the PDF of the time duration for nodes to return 379 to state S 0 . Conditioning on z d and assuming that the 380 starting time is at time 0, S(t) is the probability of node m b 381 changing its relative velocity at time t on condition that A d 382 is located inside the communication circle. Therefore,
386 386 where S 0 (t|z d )is the conditional PDF on z d and V m is the 387 maximum speed of v r . 388 S 1 (t) can be evaluated in much the same way as we have 389 done for S 0 (t). Conditioning on z d and assuming that the 390 starting time is at time 0, S 1 (t) is simply the probability of 391 the node m b moving out of the communication circle at 392 time t with relative velocity being kept constant. Similar to 393 the previous case, we have Article No. :
397 397 where S 1 (t|z d ) is the conditional PDF on z d using the 398 Jacobian of the transformation.
399
Let [19, 20] that path dynamics 424 converge asymptotically to an exponential distribution, 425 when links are assumed to be independent or of limited 426 dependence. The result works well when a path involves a 427 significant number of hops but not for paths with a small to 428 moderate number of hops. In this section, we will extend 429 the proposed analytical framework to evaluate path 430 dynamics with small to moderate numbers of hops, 431 assuming that each link along the path behaves indepen-432 dently of others. In reality, adjacent links have some 433 correlation, which is difficult to model. Modeling depen-434 dent links requires a number of conditional probability 435 distributions, and a solution may not be feasible. The 436 independence assumption that we make greatly simplifies 437 the analysis and still provides a good approximation.
438 As illustrated in Fig. 4 , a packet from source node M 1 needs 439 to follow the ordered set of links fT 1 ! T 2 !ÁÁÁ!T KÀ1 g 440 to reach the destination node M K . Successful delivery of the 441 packet requires that none of these links on the path breaks 442 during packet transmission. When any of the links breaks, the 443 path no longer exists and the path discovery process needs to be 444 reinitiated to find alternative paths. In other words, lifetime 445 459 From Sect. 3, we know that the evaluation of T L (e i ) 460 depends on a set of three parameters, i.e., the spatial dis-461 tribution of nodes at time e i , the distribution of speed v r (e i ) 462 at time e i , and the residual change time distribution s(e i )at 463 e i . At time 0 and e i , nodes are expected to follow the same 464 stationary distribution and therefore resemble each other. 465 Similarly, it can be expected that the speed distribution of 
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466 v r will be also the same. Therefore, we expect that the 467 distribution of s(e i ) and s(0) will resemble each other. In 468 particular, we know that the distribution of s(0) for the 469 RDMM model is exponentially distributed. Accordingly, 470 because of the memoryless property of the exponential 471 distribution, the distribution of s(e i ) and s(0) will exactly 472 resemble each other. Finally, we conclude that the distri-473 bution of T i will resemble the distribution of T L = T L (0). 474 Summarizing the above discussion, the CCDF F P (K,t)of 475 the lifetime for a (K -1)-hop path can be computed as Nodes are randomly activated for data transmission. The 503 traffic of activated nodes is supplied from a constant bit 504 rate (CBR) source with a packet rate of 0.5 p/s. Given that 505 the choice of specific MAC layer and routing protocol may 506 affect the results, we assume perfect MAC and routing 507 protocols, rendering zero delays or losses due to their 508 functionalities. This enables the simulation to capture sta-509 tistics solely due to mobility. 
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As stated in Sect. 3.3, in some practical scenarios, the 539 analytical formulations of S 0 (t) and S 1 (t) might need to be 540 obtained from empirical data to characterize the overall 541 link lifetime. Figure 6 presents such a result, where trace 542 data are generated from the random waypoint (RWP) 543 model. Because there is no analytical formulations of S 0 (t) 544 and S 1 (t) for RWP, the two-phase Markov model is applied 545 by using empirical simulated data to estimate the link 546 lifetime. The results clearly confirm the accuracy, effec-547 tiveness and generality of our Markov model to analyze 548 more practical mobility models.
549
Figures 7 and 8 present the results of path lifetime. It 550 can be observed that path lifetime can be modeled accu-551 rately with the proposed Markovian model, and is only 552 slightly affected by the independence assumption used to 553 derive it. 554 In summary, the Markovian model (ES-LLT formula) is 555 more accurate model than the AS-LLT formula [5, 6] for 556 all ranges of ReR and shows good approximations to all 557 simulations, in contrast to the AS-LLT formula that gives 558 good approximation only when ReR is relatively small. 
561
Given that nodes move in a MANET, the data transfer can 562 be temporarily broken if any link on the path to the des-563 tination is broken. An alternative path may not be available 564 immediately, and significant delay can be incurred in 565 repairing a route. Within the context of MANETs, it is 566 important to use information packet lengths that maximize 567 the end-to-end throughput. If a information data-packet 568 length is too long, frequent link breaks can lead to signif-569 icant packet dropout during the transfer. On the other hand, 570 if data packet length is too short, the packet-header over-571 head and channel access overhead can reduce the effective 572 throughput significantly. Hence, a judicious choice of 573 information packet length as a function of link dynamics 574 can be of great importance in maximizing throughput in 575 MANETs. However, this problem has been overlooked in 576 the past, because its solution requires knowledge of sta-577 tistics of link lifetime. With the computed CCDF in Sect. 3, 578 we are able to provide packetizing schemes optimized on 579 various systematic constraints. 580 When the length of packets is constant, it is natural to 581 ask what the optimal packet length would be. For every 582 packet length L p , we know that there is an associated link Article No. :
583 outage probability P L p specifying the probability of link 584 breach during packet transfer. Every dropped packet during 585 link outage is either lost or must be retransmitted and 586 therefore reduces the effective throughput. The optimal 587 packet length is chosen such that the total throughput is 588 maximized. 589 One approach is to simply choose the maximum pos-590 sible packet length L 0 that satisfies a pre-defined link 591 outage probability requirement. We call this strategy link 592 outage priority design (LOPD) and it can be described as
594 594 where x p is a constant specifying the link dropout proba-595 bility requirement. 596 Alternatively, we can use a cost function CðL p ; P L p Þ that 597 incorporates the negative effect from the packet retrans-598 mission into evaluating the effective throughput ETðL p Þ for 599 a specific packet length L p . The cost function CðL p ; P L p Þ 600 could be a systematic constraint from upper layer, such as 601 the negative effects from delay and packet retransmissions. 602 Further optimizing the effective throughput ET(L p ) gives 603 the optimal packet length L 0 . Consequently, we refer to this 604 strategy link throughput priority design (LTPD).
605
In LTPD, when the packet length is L p , we can describe 606 the effective throughput ET(L p ) function as
608 608 The optimal packet length L 0 will be the one that 609 maximizes the effective throughput
Normally, P L p is a monotonically decreasing function 612 w.r.t. packet length. When the cost function is chosen to be 613 a constant penalty value, i.e., (C(L p ,P L_p ) = C) by taking 614 the derivative with respect to L p , the optimal packet length 615 L 0 is the value satisfying
617 617 In Fig. 9 , we exploit the application of the link lifetime 618 distribution to the optimization of packet-length design 619 using the same examples of the previous section. For 620 illustration purpopses, the cost function for our example of 621 LTPD is chosen as a constant penalty value of 2 (i.e., 622 CðL p ; P L p Þ¼2). However, it should be noted that the 623 practical cost function can be much more complicated and 624 determined by upper layers for a cross-layer optimization 625 solution. However, computing the optimum choice for 626 CðL p ; P L p Þ is beyond the scope of this paper. Fig. 10 . In the simulation, 638 the link outage tolerance of LOPD is set to be x p = 0.1, 639 i.e., the maximum link outage probability should be less 640 than 10%. Two key observations should be made: First, the 641 ES-LLT (Markovian model) approaches the simulated 642 optimal solution well for LTPD and LOPD, and signifies 643 substantial improvement of throughput over the AS-LLT 644 model [5, 6] . Second, LTPD suggests a balanced design 645 between longer packet and larger retransmission rate to 646 offer higher throughput over LOPD. On the other hand, 647 LOPD tends to be more conservative on throughput but 648 renders fewer packet retransmissions. 
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659 packet length. Extending the optimal packet design 660 example in Sect. 6 for a 2-hop path, the results we obtain 661 are shown below. 662
In Fig. 11 , we only present the results following LOPD, 663 because the penalty of a path breakage is usually pretty 664 high and a more practical design is to ensure that packet 665 can get through the path with low outage probability. For 666 example, in AODV [22] , the source needs to flood the 667 network to reinitiate a route to the destination, when an 668 existing path breaks. Furthermore, similar to the case of 669 link lifetime, the linear relationship between the optimal 670 packet length and network parameters can also be 671 observed. Although only the results for 2-hop and 3-hop 672 paths are shown here, we have examined cases with dif-673 ferent hop counts (various K) and they all exhibit similar 674 behavior.
675
Another aspect examined here is the effect of hop count 676 on the choice of optimal packet length. In Fig. 12 , for each 677 K-hop path, the optimal packet length is chosen based on 678 LOPD design criterion. We can see that the packet length 679 should also be chosen such that
682 682 683 Combining our observations from Figs. 11 and 12,w e 684 conclude that the packet length for a K-hop path should be 685 designed as
687 687 688 7 Cache lifetime optimization
689
From the previous analysis, we observe that the optimal 690 packet length should be chosen based on the knowledge of 691 hop distance between source and destination. Similarly, the 692 route caching scheme of on-demand routing protocols 693 should follow the same rule. However, without knowing the 694 relationship represented in Eq. 30, it is difficult to determine 695 the timeout value for different routes. As a result, 696 on-demand protocols like DSR [23] use the same value for 697 the parameter RouteCacheTimeout to set the timeout for all 698 cached routes. However, based in Eq. 30, we know that the 
EðvÞÁR
. Accordingly, the link through-755 put T 0 for one pair of nodes can be computed as
757 757 Meanwhile, R should be chosen on the order of HðL= ffiffi ffi n p Þ;
]. Therefore, the above equation is 759 reduced to T 0 ¼ HðB=nÞ¼Hð1=nÞ: For each source node, 760 except for the direct path, we can have at most n -2 such 2-761 hop paths to help deliver its packet to destination. Therefore, 762 the per source-destination throughput can be computed as [21] and also that the delay for each S-D 809 pair is the summation of delays occurred at relay nodes. 810 Assuming that every relay node carries traffic for HðnÞ S-D 811 pairs, we can now summarize the network performance in 812 terms of average delay and storage in the following theorem. 
